
 

DRAGON'S SURF TEAM DESCENDS ONTO THE GOLD COAST 

 

February 24th – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Dragon's surf team is getting ready for its attack on the Gold Coast. With four guys on the World Tour 
this year including the World No. 1, two hot rookies, and what we reckon is the smartest goofy-footer 
on the planet, Dragon is set for whatever the first stop of the WCT has to offer.  

Mick Fanning, Owen Wright, Brett Simpson, and Ace Buchan make up the elite team and Dragon caught 
up with the boys for a team dinner last week to talk about important things, like Dragon sunglasses and 
the guys' thoughts heading into the first event. 

Coming off the back of 2009, it is not surprising Mick Fanning is confident, stating right off the bat his 

intentions for 2010. "If I'm on Tour, I'm there to win, so my goal for 2010 is to get another title," he said.   

Mick also said he was ready for the new judging system. "Some of us have been around a while and we 
need to ramp things up a little. The new crop of rookies are exciting to watch and have the kind of 
moves that the new criteria looks to reward, so hopefully that'll push the performance level of 
competitive surfing to new places. I think it's going to be one of the most exciting years in the sport's 
history." 

Twenty-year-old Owen Wright is one of the rookies Mick is talking about, and after beating Kelly Slater 

twice while still a teenager, all eyes are on the Lennox local. But despite the attention, Owen says he's 

on the same program as always. "Basically, I have been surfing heaps, going right a lot," Wright said. "I'm 

not nervous, just excited but feeling relaxed. I am just doing what I normally do, which is cruising and 

surfing”. 



 

Mick Fanning, Owen Wright, Ace Buchan and Gold Coast young gun Jack Freestone, all at the same restaurant on 

the same night... coincidence?   No it's a Dragon team dinner. 

After fighting injuries last year, Ace Buchan has a fresh approach to the Tour, focusing on his boards and 
fitness to get him where he needs to be. "As far as preparation goes, I am working harder than ever on 
fitness with my personal trainer. Also paying more attention to surfboard design and working with my 
shaper Jason Stevenson (JS)," he said. "I guess being injured last year gave me the chance to sit back and 
reassess what I was doing. It just reinforced that I really love what I get to do and that I want to be the 
best that I can be at it." 

Dragon's only American on the Tour, Brett Simpson showed up at the dinner two days late and hence 
missed the photo. The 2009 U.S. Open winner had this to say about his debut: "As for getting ready, I've 
just been surfing a bunch at home, as the waves have been really fun all winter over there. Also, I've 
been doing a bit of training with D.S.C., which is a training group in Huntington Beach. Other than that, I 
just trying to keep the body feeling good and the excitement up."  

Visit Dragonalliance.com/blog/ for updates on Dragon's surfers throughout the first stop of the World 
Tour, the Quiksilver Pro on Australia's Gold Coast from March 1st through to March 12th. 
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